👋

Hi!
Welcome to the
Championing Coastal
Coordination (3Cs)
Workshop 2!

Welcome!

Goals
Examine the likely impact of climate change on our coasts

Agenda
9.35am - 10.00 am | Let's get to know each other

Reminder
No idea is a bad idea

Explore the current management of this impact

10.00 am - 10.10am | Introduction

Leave space for everyone to contribute

Explore potential adaptations to climate coasts

10.10 am - 11.30 am | Part 1

Capture your exciting conversations

11.30 am - 1.00 pm | Lunch Break

Have fun!

Build a strong & resilient group of stakeholders

12.30 pm - 1.00 pm | Chat Room
1.00 pm - 1.15 pm | Current data
1.15 pm - 1.55 pm | Part 2
1.55 pm - 2.00pm | End of session

👍

Ready?
Let's get
started!

Step 1
Tell us about
yourself!

5 mins

Tell us about yourself!

😃

Tell us a bit about yourself
Simply copy & paste one of the sticky notes below and
put in your answer for each question. Please make sure you are not using someone
else's spot!
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2

What's your name?

Justine
Carrion-Weiss

Karen
Daglish

Heather
Bell

What's your title / job
position?

Innovation
Stategist

Delivery
Manager
SeaScapes

GIS Analyst

What organisation do
you work for?

The Blooming
Platypus

SeaScapes
(DCC)

Why is climate change
important in your
opinion ?

because we have
to protect our
beautiful planet

How do you feel about
today?

excited

Concerns everybody and
every living thing on the
planet - affects us all and we
can all do something about it

Good - need to make
sure these issues are
still given space / a
profile
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What's your name?

Charlie
Richardson

Peter Allen

Don
O'Meara

Niall
Benson

David
Green

Clare
McCarty

Partnership
Officer

What's your title / job
position?

Innovation
Strategist

Coastal Project
Officer

Science Advisor;
North East and
Hadrian's Wall

Heritage
Coast Officer

FCERM
Programme
Officer

The Rivers
Trust

Berwickshire and
Northumberland
Marine Nature
Partnership

What organisation do
you work for?

The Blooming
Platypus

Scarborough
Borough Council

Historic
England

HeritageCoast
Partnership

We are facing a
more unpredictable
world

It is the most urgent
challenge that we
face as a society

Why is climate change
important in your
opinion ?

If we want the right
future we need to
adderss the bigger
problems

It will be disruptive to
human society whilst
having a significant impact
on global ecosystems.

Because it is
becoming ever more
important politically

Huge and all
encompassing

How do you feel about
today?

Looking forward
to working with
you all!

Hopeful
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Nick Brodin

Curious

Curious

Excited
Intrigued
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What's your name?

Clare
Fitzsimmons

michelle
Hogg

Maggie Roe

Ed Dick

Suzanne
Hocknell

Marine Planner
(North East)

What's your title / job
position?

Lecturer/
researcher /
academic

Project
Manager

Professor of
Landscape

Harbour
Master

Northumberland
County Council

Marine
Management
Organisation

What organisation do
you work for?

Newcastle
University

South Tyneside
Council

Newcastle
University

Port of
Blyth

Newcastle
University

Huge
implications for
everyone

wide reaching
impacts for
everyone

Why is climate change
important in your
opinion ?

Impacts on marine
life / species and
habitats

detrimental impacts
- increased financial
cost adapation

Climate change is
everyone's responsibility!
we need to act today to
ensure our future

Speed of changes and
implications for life
and communities
globally

Interested to find
out what the
workshop is about

Curious

How do you feel about
today?

Interested /
Looking forward
to it

interested

It affects all landscapes
& multispecies within
thos landscapes

Enthusiastic!

Positive / Curious
as to what this
workshop is about

Researcher

Curious

18

What's your name?

What's your title / job
position?

What organisation do
you work for?

Why is climate change
important in your
opinion ?

How do you feel about
today?

Now, let's share back
with the rest of the
group!

20 mins

Championing Coastal
Partnership

Workshop 2
Coastal Defence &
Economy

4 themes - 2 breakout rooms
Coastal Erosion & Flood Risk
Food Production
Team 1 - Niall Benson

Tourism & Recreation
Transport & Infrastructures
Team 2 - Nick Brodin

How might we address
coastal defence and
economic challenges
resulting from climate
change?

Step 1 - Reflection
How is your
organisation/partnership
/consortium currently
addressing issues
resulting from climate
change?
15 mins

Step 1 | Team 1 - Niall Benson | Coastal Erosion, Flood Risk & Food Production
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
How is your organisation/partnership /consortium currently addressing issues resulting from
climate change?
Newcastle
University

COASTAL
POINT
OF VIEW

Heritage
Coast
well
defended
physically

current
managing
plan fairly
weak

always
looking at
landscape
changes

needs to
be more
ambitious

university research and
teaching &
engagement

Government
policy is
slow

Degraded
coastline due to
minig activities
from carbon
based economy

Engagement &
research focus, 'civic
university' means
more engagement
with local/regional
partners

engaging
increasingly
with climate
change issues

and more
sustainable
practices

Good facilities &
expertise e.g.
Dove Marine Lab
that is and can be
mobilised

We are working
through thinking
about foodscapes
& creative
methods

working
with
partners
community
engagement
is a big part
of their work

lack of joined
up thinking in
government
policy

varies a lot
depending on
the discipline
area.

very
slow
coming

work with the SDGs.
seems easier to
work on large
overseas projects
(although ODA
issues now changing
this)

two of the
challenges

only beginning
and policy often
determined on
political basis
without good
evidence

tackling
SDGs

working on
Marine plans to
inform decision-
making in the
marine area

MMO's
regulator
a lot going on in
the org. - fisheries
management and
Marine Plan Area
management.

maintenance
of natural
defences, as
well as hard
defences

Marine Plans
try to cover
economy,
societal and ..
themes

Marine plans
are used to
inform marine
licences

Vertipools: ht
tps://www.art
ecology.spac
e/vertipools

PORT of
BLYTH

the strategic
renewable unit
- real focus on
renewable
energy

also an
evidence team
involved with
different
projects.

Committed
to Maritime
2050

part of the
oyster
project - 17
nurseries

work closely
with other
partners to
put in place
vertipools

key witht
he NET 0
target

try to mitigate
the impact of
climate change

Bates Clean
Energy
Terminal

increasing the
whole flood
defence to
increase by
1-1.5m the coast

looking at
areas they
can integrate
things

The
Rivers
Trust
Large data
& evidence
team

Action

build collaboration
between different
stakeholders to
provide resources
for the ecommunity

where the
most impact is
gonna be to
mitigate risk

Catchment
to Coast
linkages

Nature based
solutions - building
data platforms for
communities to
inform where the
most impact can be

DATA

Effective
Nature Based
Solutions - in
the right place

Working with
businesses to
underpin
green financial
markets

SOUTH
TYNESIDE

How can we use
creative methods
to raise
awareness of
such initiatives?

Lack of joined-up
thinking in policy
particularly
between land-sea

Increasing
recognition that
creative
engagement
methods
important

Considerable
other potential
to get different
disciplinary
areas involved

Data & Evidence
team at MMO -
natural capital
projects, nature
based solutions

Working
with Wild
Oyster
project

What relevance
is our heritage
and local
knowledge for
the future?

FUNDINGS

big struggle. has to
persuade the UKRI
that landscape
research is a serious
piece of work that
needs major
funding

lack of
clear
finance

Keen to work
with partner
groups with
their projects

symbiotic
relationship
between the org.
and the
environment
needed

Scarborough
Borough
Council

GROUND
WORKS

Commitment to
reduce our
carbon footprint Replacement of of
our plant to
electric

aspiration to
be carbon
neutral by
2030

looking a
lot at
energy
emissions

engaged in
different
projects

look at the
coastal
aspect

increase
of
erosion

defence
dated back
to victorian
time

increase the
seawall causes a lot of
political issues

factoring in how
to maintiain and
how to put in
place new once

then issues
with business
who don't
want an
increased wall

need to
juggle with
conflicting
vision

no funding at
the minute
for subtidal
and intertidal

extend the
work that is
being done

increase
the
resilience

kelp and

look at nature
based solution
and use them
a bit bet

Step 1 | Team 2 - Nick Brodin | Tourism & Recreation, Transport & Infrastructures
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
How is your organisation/partnership /consortium currently addressing issues resulting from
climate change?
Organisations

Durham
County
Council
wide scope

Northumberland
County Council

Historic
England

Science Faculty
down to
transport - tech
to move away
fuel methods

Funding
research blue carbon
type research

Brand new
climate
team i the
council

Climate
change lead
- flood
defences etc

How marine
assets climate
change

Carbon teams
(council buildings
and energy sources)
further research money in different
projects

Climate
workshops across
the councill anyone can
attend

Various pieces
of guidance historic
properties flex

Courses for
undergraduates

Carbon Monitor
- temp role to
work out carbon
footprint as
organisation

Newcastle
Zero
Carbon City

Awareness and
Communication

Different
itiatives to
try and
reduce this

How
much is
reactive

Push the idea
that retofitting
built buildings
is better than
rebuilding

Not being
proactive
enough

Locked in Carbon
in many building
outweighs
building the new
building

'A good death' in
heritage - how do
we ease buildings
to collpase or
erosion

Durham Carbon Cost
is looking
into this field

Is it better
to start
again?

Northumberland
has retrofitted
their building

Solar Panel car
park system
coming into
practice

3/2 split of
workdays for
'getting back
to the office'

Travel to
the office seems
pointless?

Fuel prices etc
- not much
need to be
there in
person

Change in
thought
process

Frontline
Research and
personally reduce
impact as an
organisation

Step 2 - Ideation
What does successful
adaptations to climate
change look like?

10 mins

Step 2 | Team 1 - Niall Benson | Coastal Erosion, Flood Risk & Food Production
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What does a successful adaptation to climate change look like?
Greater
Participation of
local businesses &
coastal
communities in
action

Move to
zero
carbon

Newcastle
University

Scarborough
Borough Council:
Resilient, thriving
coastal
communities;
healthy ecosystems

Wild Oyster project how can it be used
to raise awareness &
increase
engagement in
society

More proactive
projects - e.g.
Wild Oyster
project being
funded

Learning from
practices and
experiences of
others. Sharing
practices &
know;edges

Recognition that
we may have a
lot of existing
knowledge that
may be useful

Better funding for
seascape
working/research

But also we
need creative
approaches to
solve things

Join up in
policy at
government
level on land-
sea interface

Sustainable
sewage
systems that
are
futureproof

Nature-based
solutions that
are effective
long term

South
Tyneside
Council

bring in new
technologies

electric plant
to cut down
carbon
footprint

do n't have a
lot of coastal
links, or coast
roads

could have
a big
impact on
tourism

INFRASTRUCTURES

need a
coastal
adaption
plan

potentially
moving the
coast road
further inland

do not
forget the
social
impact

Port of
Blyth

Transition
to zero
carbon

doing it in a
responsible way
that is mitigating
the risks of
climate change

MMO
Fair
Balance
Just transition?

roll back their
coastal area to
make sure the
beach isn't
impacted

planning take
a long time.
START EARLY
WITH IT!

Zer o
Carbon

Social impacts
as well as
environmental

The
Rivers
Trust

STAKEHOLDERS'
KNOWLEDGE

build resilient
communities

use the people
who hold
knowledge in
the area

like
fishermen
for
example

everybody
needs to
play a part

Thinking in the round.
What has to change not
just to adapt to current
changes but to explore
how 'we' got here and
other possible ways of
living together

observations and
concerns about
changes strong
communication
tool that can be
built on

adaptation of
coastline

COMBINNING
EFFORTS

Healthy,
thriving
rivers

Green
economy

Step 2 | Team 2 - Nick Brodin | Tourism & Recreation, Transport & Infrastructures
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What does a successful adaptation to climate change look like?
Peoples
habits - think
before they
do things
Ways of
reducing accepting a
future scenario
of impact

Systems that
are in place
to maintain
livelihood

More
sustainable
transport

Supply chains /
life cycles will
have changed everything is
reused as best as
it can be

Ways of travelling
to work - the need
for a 5 day work
week in the office

Improved
cycle lanes safety to be
out there

If it can't be - a
more
sustainable
way of dealing
with waste

Safety and
security on
tnhe coast

Infastructure
to support
this

Less use of
personal
vehiceles

More
options
for people

Planning
System?

More changes
looking at
ecology looking at the
overall impact

Biodiversity
net gain
embrace

Many loop holes,
long process - by
the time its
actually build the
good intentions
are gone!

100%
renewable
becomes
second nature

Digital
is key?
Heritage - push
the idea that
demolition
should not be
the first option

Not so worried
about whether
a historic
structure falls

County Carbon more serious end
of the spectrum where along the
line are we

Pressures
we're likely to
have due to
climate change

What well
adapated
infastructure
might look like

Electric
Vehicles and
charging
points

Batteries of
electric cars - how
they're produced
and how they are
disposed

People
moving less
and more
thoughtfully

Communities
in the near
future may
have to look at
relocation

Small amount of
properties in
places and the
expense of
protection would
be too big

How erosion will
effect the coastal
margain and how
we can try and
manage it

Cars - very
individualistic
methods of
transport

Do we want a
natural process
or do we cwant
to make some
interventions?

NE compared
to the rest of
the country is
better adapted

NE is not going
to be so
negativelly
effected on
the coast

Northumberland
has more natual
environment dunes etc - we can
accept that natual
erosion process

What flood risk
once those
natural defences
are gone? (Dune
system)

Visitor
numbers on
the coast
increasing

How can we
address these
numbers and
how can we
manage them

Messaging

Alternatives
to physical
visits

How can you
tell people
not to go
somewhere

Public transport
and shared
transport - more
local resources
that can do this
successfully

How some of
these landcsapes
are relatively
recent compared
to human time
scale

Transitional
Buildings Capture some of
it with coastal and
marine aspects

Working with
different partners
- nothign will
happen overnight

You can advise
and reccommend
not going - but
people have their
right to

How the
landscape has
shifted in the
last few
hundred years

Marine
enviornment is
difficult - bring
it to life
digitally

We don't need
to build a sea
wall here but
there are
opportunities

Kelp on
coastal
erosion

Studies being
carried out to
see these
effects

Stay away from
hardline
defences where
they aren't
appropriate

'A good death'
used in Marine
/ ship wrecks
etc?

Sea Scapes more about
messaging and
people
understanding

Nature
based
solutions

Long
term
process

People get the
trees and on land
- but how can we
increase
awareness under
the ocean

Increasing
recognition - we
have to work
with nature and
not fight it

More weight of
seriousness to
these things
now

Step 3 - Reflection
What is currently in place to
help you achieve this vision?
What is currently getting in
your way of achieving it?

5 mins

Step 3 | Team 1 - Niall Benson | Coastal Erosion, Flood Risk & Food Production
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits

What is currently in place to help you achieve this vision?
Shoreline
Management
Plan

Coastal
Strategies
for key
locations

STC- Shoreline
management
plan climate
change strategy
and action plan

Monitoring
change in
beaches, cliffs
and habitats

Good track
records of
collaborative
wokring

Engaged
communities
at teh coast,
less so inland

Good stakeholder
links - farmers could improve
with aquaculture
and catchment to
coast

Environmental
working
groups

Plans and policies
are there but
need to be
implemented
properly

A brilliant
team of data
& evidence
specialists

Stakeholder
engagement

What is currently getting in your way of achieving it?
Funding
for
projects

Political
will
cost of living
crisis and
political
movements

Political
agendas
joined up
action across
different
scales

Miss
information

definitely a
big issue at
the minute

Resource
and
funding

government
often accused to
prioritise
tourists and not
constituents

long term
nature of
impacts can
delay response
and delivery

Resource
for full
potential to
be reached

WOrld
events

Timescale!!

Entrenched
economic
power

Time

Scale

Public
perception
and
priorities

Funds restricted
to projects with
better public
awareness/inter
est

Lack of open
data on soils
and detailed
river network

Step 3 | Team 2 - Nick Brodin | Tourism & Recreation, Transport & Infrastructures
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits

What is currently in place to help you achieve this vision?
Clare:
International
priorities -->
supporting
research funding
in needed areas.

Shoreline management
plan 2 - Currently being
refreshed
Partnership
working across
local authority
/ political
boundaries

Northumbrian Integrated
Drainage Partnership Partnership working between
EA, LLFA, NW to prioritise
issues

Manifestos /
commitments
to make
organisations
accountable

Platforms for
communication
and messaging

Funding and
long term
commitment
of some
funding bodies

Clare: new plans in
place nationally for
e.g. biodiversity
netgain to be
included in planning
processes

Research and
increasing
profile of
'science'

Research funding
available to discover
innovative ways of
working

What is currently getting in your way of achieving it?
Platfrom for
communcaition
and messagin

existing asset
maintenance
funding

decision
making
processes

Staff
Resource

politics local and
national /
global
International
crises - climate
crisis in and
out of the
news

mixed
messaging

Clare:Status
Quo on
infrastructure

Clare: Insufficient
political will to
prioritise
environmentin
decision making

Clare: perverse
incentives e.g. subsidies
to incorrect
areas

Step 4
What needs to be done
differently to achieve this
vision?

15 mins

Step 4 | Team 1 - Niall Benson | Coastal Erosion, Flood Risk & Food Production
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
Natural
capital

What needs to be done differently to achieve this vision?

try to get the
message out
there as much
as possible

user groups
meetings in
port of Blyth

And learning
from the
knowledges and
experiences of
wider publics

eg as Maggie said the fishers
(recreational and commercial) we
have talked to have observations
and concerns but not necessarily
the technical knowledge or power to
make changes themselves

putting the way
we live now into
context of
ongoing changes.
What should be
kept? What not?

Changing food
habits engaging with
young people
in particular
Promoting
innovation in
relation to
food
production

Bottom
trawling!
Insect
protein

Food supply is
currently global
and often from
vulnerable areas

difficult to
target
specific
communities

engagement to
change public
perception and
actions-reaching
specific
communitiesincreased resource

Inspire people
with the small
actions and
what they can
practically do
often engaging
with the same
time of people

making it
reachable so
that everyone
can engage
with it

Seasonality

Tapping
into
desires

promotion of
other fish for
food avoiding
wastage

Thinking about
multiple-
functionality
seaweed=
food+habitats+
erosion control

diversification in
species eaten
from the 4/5 that
dominate or diets
people
currently

Look at sustainable
solutions to aquaculture.
Restorative ocean farming
and biodiversity focussed
seagrown
and lower down food
wild oysters
chains

need to
take
responsibilities

Importance of
seed banks as
biodiverse
resources.
Problem of
patenting seeds.

pollinator
habitat

Working with all
parts of
communities
(particularly
young people?)

Retaining
expertise within
personnel in the
region is
important

Forums to
share that
knowledge
across
multiple scales

Recognition that
we may have a
lot
of existing
CULTURE
of
knowledge
that
collaboration
may
useful
& be
TOOLS

Time for
reflection
as well as
action

Long-term
perspective
is key

Media buy-
in to get the
message out

Think about
climate change
in everything we
do - incorporate
into all decisions

it's not one size
fits all. you need
some different
kinds of way to
stimulate people

FUNDINGS

Clearer
understanding of
where the gaps in
knowledge and
action

get down to
the nitty gritty
and engage
people with
that

media buy-
in from what
is actually
going-on

Changing the
narrative so that
change
implementation is
seen as a gain not a
loss of a way of life

Situating mitigation
and adaptation at
the heart of all
actions, processes,
decisions

Food
Production

stronger
shores

often well-off
communities

think of ways
to reach out
to those
communities

Better public
engagement/
Information

empowering communities
to be involved in decision
making and at the most
appropriate time.
Meaningful contribution to
consultations so voices
heard.

Facilitating
innovation
through
funding and
investment

Everything
by the
looks of it!

Longer term
thinking/financing
not tied to short-
term political
agendas

it shouldn't
take so long to
convince
people that it
is real

the capacity of
local authorities
to reason to that
and chronic lack
of funding to staff

plans should
come together
with
commitments

Methods of
sharing of
technical
expertise between
organisations

WE DON"T
HAVE TIME

need a seperation
between what
needs to be done
and political
agendas

drain of
knowledge
and skills and
the need to
build those up.

wider
investment
in the
programme

everything
is
happening
all at once

Better
collaboration
between
catchment &
the coast
need to be able to
start putting a
value on natural
habitat as a
coastal defence

promoting
innovations
and natural
capital
the way we
share things
and work
together
towards it

Join up
between
marine and
terrestrial

RESOURCES
&
TECHNIQUES

appetite in
the region for
collaboration

Sharing
information
& research
need to
work more
closely
together

a real will to
collaborate but
no dedicated
capacity fo
rthat.

Food production improve links
between
catchment to
coast issues &
aquaculture

space for
people to
come
together

allowing
that space
is key

Demonstrate multiple
benefits of nature
based solutions so that
we can evidence thier
use to the public for
flood defence, food
production.

making sure
that we are
talking to
each other

learn
from best
practice

on-going
conversation
between
different
stakeholders

Space for
nature
based
solutions

stronger
shores
initiative
Scaling up and
following up
on successful
projects so not
in isolation

evidence
supporting
and proving
that this can
work

sediments
movements

see how
beaches
are
changing

need to
act
upon it

more
fundings &
time to
work on it.

Step 4 | Team 2 - Nick Brodin | Tourism & Recreation, Transport & Infrastructures
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What needs to be done differently to achieve this vision?

More
community
interaction
and
enegagement

Interest in
managing locally
as oppose to
government
decisions

Do people at
the higher levels
talk to each
other and share
ideas?

How different
organisations
work with
each other

Some labor people
who are quite
sceptical about
climate vs torries
who are pro climate
emergency

Information
systems

desiugnated
community
support officers better understand
their risk and take
ownership

Messaging
must be good
enough to be
carried among
boundaries

If you know how it
will directly
impact on your
life - prepared to
make behaviour
change

How these
connections /
links effect you
(palm oil eg)

personal
responsibility

The greater good
is being seen on
both sides beyond
political terms
now

That
message is
being seen

relevant to the
reader impact on
your day to
day

too much to
rely on
organisations
to pick up
everything

It is to an extent
a left right issue
but is there a
little crossover
now?

Make sure
there will be
enough
funding in the
future

Government
is putting
money in but
is it enough?

Not enough, and
if the investments
are in the right
place it is a 5 year
job

People always
refer back to
their personal
messaging and
understanding

Investment on
the timescale
appropriate to
the problem

Top level is a
struggle envionmental
agencies

Broader
perspective
on funding

Understanding=

Regulatory and
consenting
frameworks
around tourism

Nature based
solutions to
habitat creation
- expensive /
complex

Use of climate
change vocab to
push through
inappropriate
developments

Planting
commercial
forests under the
guise of
environmental
help

Vocab used to
achieve economic
goals - being wise
to this and being
able to identify

Electric cars
example - people
are enthusiastic
about this but shy
away frompublic
transport

nature based
solutions
mean different
things

People have
seen the value
of staying at
home

14000 flights left
the UK that
were empty as
airlines need to
keep their spots

Information
shown to people but don't want to
lose heart that
their individual
options do help

Heavy
demand for
stay cations
in the UK
A good
local option
- engage
locally

A good
local option
- engage
locally

Business tourism and
recreation
sector

encourage
behiaviour
change for
coastal
business

Use of
products /
plastics etc lead by
example

practice what you
preach - you can
still do things to
help the
environment

How to
support
these
business'

Different
messages
that are very
confusing

Concern about
how to
communicate
correctly to get
the desired
outcomes

Biodiversity net
gain metrics help improve
language across
the board

Lots of
education to
be done
around this
space

Combat
industry to use
the right terms
for each
initiative

Too
complicated very difficult to
understand

Different types
of turbines
being
implemented

More wind
geenration off the
NE coast - factories
in teeside and
tyneside building
them

Impacts the
coast in
different ways
and the effect
in the future

The coast
as we know
it will be
changing

Potential to
rellocate
around the
windturbines

New generation
ones have no effect
on the marine
environment as they
don't need basing

Not as many
negative
impacts as
there used to
be

Source
things
locally

Step 5
Share your insights with
the rest of the group.

5 mins

Step 5 | Share your insights with the rest of the group

Depoliticisation

Actions are
reachable...
accessible by all
Requirement for
a framework

So much going on
we are likely to
make a mistake Capacity to
engage - Resource
levels

Better
collaboration

Supportive
political
context

Encourage
individual
responsibility, but
also holding
industry to task
when it comes to
larger impacts

Local
community
collective
responsibility

Holding
industry
to task

Research - what
are we doing with
that? How can we
start putting
things into
practice

Funding

Individual
responsbility

Making
maintenance
funding more
available

capacity
'Better
collaboration'

Scale of
what is
beign done

climate
change

policy - better
drivers to make
the changes
that we needed
to do

long-term
approach
very much
supported

combine it
with wider
societal
understanding
of the issues

depolitisation
of climate
change
action

very
engaging
conversation

Trust

Langauage
that has
meaning

POLITICS
engaging with
them and making
sure that
everything is in
place to do that

really key
awareness
of issues
and actions

our
behavious
around that

personal
responsibility

COMMUNITIES

collaboration

combiing
efforts and
better
collaboration

culture of
collaboration
and the trust
needed for
that

capacity of
collaboration

actions
required

requirement
for
framework

so much going
on that we are
likely to make
a mistake

that resources
needs to be
there to
deliver all of
this

Holding
business
to account

Language being
misused that
has nothing to
do with climate
change

BUSINESSES

making
sure they
adapt too

FUNDINGS

mainstream
maintenance
funding

Lots going
on to stay
on top of

new tools
to
collaborate

How might we address
coastal defence and
economic challenges
resulting from climate
change?

LUNCH BREAK
See you at 1.00pm!
Or 12.30pm if you
fancy a chat with
others.

Lunch Break conversation

Step 1 - Presentation
Current data

10 mins

Current data | Heather Bell - The Rivers Trust

 he Coastal Data Explorer:
T
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=d5a3fcd28b9c4cde9caf894cbc690e4a

The Catchment Data Hub: https://data.catchmentbasedapproach.org/

A user needs survey for the Coastal Data Explorer:
https://survey123.arcgis.com/share/da6a792f27d6456eb9dd219969f0e108

Step 2 - Presentation
What needs to be
created or put in place
to address climate
change?
25 mins

Step 2 | Team 1 - Niall Benson | Coastal Erosion, Flood Risk & Food Production
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits
What needs to be created or put in place to address climate change?

exempler
case
studies

more resources
and funding undertanding of
what chnages will
fix the planet

What do you
want to
present to
decision
makers?

Marine
Net
Gain?

Natural flood
defences
enhancement and
restoration. Provides
protection and
sequestration
Progress

Specific policies
for helping
landowner/
property owners
adapt

Language
used

Improved
access to
decision
makers

How can
we increase
capacity?

towards
NetZero

How we present
the data to
decision makers
communication

Removal
of
jargon

Carbon
Capture

Reducing
water run off.
Reducing
concrete
surfaces etc

They are a link
- don't know
the scnience
but they have
the stories

Lots of
misinformation
that can say it's
someone elses
problem

Idiots Guide
Climate Change
to assist with
Public
\engagement.

Climate Change is so all encompassing
to communicate and understand.
communication that links but separates
out
mitigation changes and slowing
them/'reversing'

A lot of
knokwedge
already there anglers observe
changes

They have a voice
for the
community finding a way to
get these voices
heard

Gather and share
from people's
experiences of
changes could be
trusted more than
scientists in some
audiences

Depoliticisation

Achievable
long term?

Inclusion
of local
voices

Improved
interface/
information
distribution with
the general public

Creating/supporting
desires to live
together otherwise.
Making it the
easiest, coolest, fun-
est option at all
scales

Terminology
used

Get the general
public behind
this too - more
understanding
from the public

Started fishing
for cod - now
its bass - big
changes in 50
years

How can we bring
everyone along
with us? What can
we do to bring
everyone along

Government
level action funding

General education to begin
with - wider purblic
engagement - the wider
understanding isn't there younger generations to
begin with?

Finding more
stories as to
'whats out
there' - gather
that intel

Political
Side

long term
plans for
government
and local basis
Learning from
/ partnerships
with other
coastal
communities

voice offering a
platform for
collaboration

Presentation
of data to
practitioners

Expertise is
needed but
engagment with
public will put
pressure on
Government

Tools for
collaborators

Toolkit
production
that other
companies can
use

Outward
looking
users
experience

Provide data
that is
accessible &
easy to use

Share observed
changes by people
who are interacting
with enviroment recreational anglers

Social
Science
Action
needed

Gather
stories

commitment
of all

Learn from
other
countries
good & bad

Create and enable
affordable
solutions for all
led by
communities

Vocabulary with
Communication
in mind

Understanding
the concept of
partnership

Data is
collected
but not fully
utilised

Better
education
at school
level

Workshops useful
means of
collaborating? Twinning collaboration
- whats happening for
them and
strengthening bonds

Partnerships

External
collaboration

Ballasting from
ships - ballast
management
exchanges at sea to
stop Invasive Non
Native Species INNS

Share &
utilise data
that we
already have

Making
better use
of existing
data

Data used in
strategies funding needs to
be in place for
that strategy to
happen

A lot of
data is on
the raw
side

Interpreting
data requires
certain
expertise &
software

Twinning - coastal
communities
elsewhere understand what
the wider context
is

Learn from
indigenous
people around
the world about
coastal
management

Make
data
useable

Ports activity
to have least
environmental
impact

Data
dependanton
project

Lots of different
topics from
different
organisations different
emissions

Wide range of
complex webbing
with relationships
between
organisations

Marine
net gain
How do we go
from talking
about these
things to
action?

Work outside of
echo chamber make sure we
bring everyone
that we can along
with us
Some of the things
from previous slides
about biodiversity
and resileince. From
kelp and seagrass
beds to more-than
grass/lawns.

Step 2 | Team 2 - Nick Brodin | Tourism & Recreation, Transport & Infrastructures
Tip: find a volunteer to capture the conversation on the board, so we don't miss important bits

What needs to be created or put in place to address climate change?
adaptable if
you give
people a
push

landscapes
celebrating
good action
and
practices

seeing the
bigger
picture

tying up the
coast so you
can see the
knock-on
effect

needs a
massive shock
for politics to
realise this

TRANSPORTS

communicating
that to the
community

human

sharing good
practices
across
communities

not just
engaging on
the coast, but
also on the
land

people on the
ground is the
best way to
engage - on
the right level

POLICY

take as much
education
awareness as
you can

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

need to use
more other
means of
transport

incentivised by
the
government in
the recent
budget

financial

mechanisms
to engage
with the
issues?

capacity
building
talking to
people
about the
erosion risk

visuals
for the
public

model
produced

local decisions
made to
prioritise an
area

coast road
will be
moved
inland

regional flood
and coastal
committee
(making funding
decisions)

easily
communicate

major
impact

people are
very likely to
react strongly
about it
people need to
see something
dramatic
happening to
realise that this is
a pressing issue

be prepare to
act when bad
stories about
our coasts are
in the news

lifestyle
choice
there
needs to be
a system
change

resourcing

giving
people
their own
agency

very much
relying
upon cars

cars
cheaper
than train
not realising
until it's on
us and really
impacting us

it needs to
be fair and
not based
on income

FUNDINGS

everyone
should be able
to make a
conscious
choice

flights
cheaper
than cars in
most

money is a
motivator
sometimes.

URGENCY

like
Tynemouth
priory for
example

balance between
people being
connected to the
coast, and risky
areas like
overhangs, etc.

temporary
sewage system
in place to deal
with spillage

use this as a
way to educate
peopel about
walking around
the Coast paths

MESSAGING

difficult to get
the message
across until it
happens

pressures if
there's been
a major
landslide

impact of a
video a lot more
important that a
bland message

using it for
messaging

citizen's
signs

East coast isn't
looking as bad as
the West coast but still important
to act quickly

old house
under threat
of coastal
erosion

highlight
that for
awareness

everyday
issue

HARD
CHOICES

needs to
stop
thinking in
silos
what are
professionals
willing to loose if
climate change
impacts us to
much?

good
death

Step 3
Now, share your
insights back with the
rest of the group

5 mins

Step 3 | Share your insights with the rest of the group
Cross
environment
solution

what do
we need to
do more?

look at how
this can be
delivered

what don't
we have in
place?

Language

Actioning

Collaborative
Tools

Making
information
available mroe
digestable

how do we
actually
action this

frame what
we do into
actions

COLLABORATIVE
TOOLS

less
technical

How we use
data and
present that
data

network with
each other to
share good
pracitce

Allowing
the
voice

Create and enable
affordable
solutions for all
led by
communities

need for it
and explore
how they
work

shared
content

simplification
of language

make jargon
understandable

Awareness
raising +
involvement

make this
accessible

historic and
natural
environement

Info provided
and
management

Solutions led
by
communities

have access
to all of that
and share
good practice

Potential for
collaboration

Community
engagement

Resources
around
this

capacity to
do all of
these things
themselves

empowring
communities

really
strong

affordable
solution for
all led by
communities

Giving
them their
own agency

capacity
building

Individual
story
collection

Evreyday
communication

What are
we
prepared to
lose

how do we
loose them in
the least
damaging way

GOOD
DEATH
How to
make it less
damage

things
will be
lost

Heritage

need a more
eocsystem
approach to
it

conservation
objectives.

communicate
more
Need a more
ecosystems
based
appraoch

Dynamic
- changes
over time

POLICY

Sends out
mixed
messages

Cut back
on short
haul flights

How might we address
coastal defence and
economy challenges
resulting from climate
change?

Closing
We have just finished
workshop 1.
And now, what?

Next Steps
1

2

3

Natural environment & fisheries
Today - Stakeholders

Coastal defence & economy
Feb. 28th - Stakeholders

Historic environment
& cultural assets
March 8th - Stakeholders

Feedback & Q&As
Today - Stakeholders

Feedback & Q&As
Feb. 28th - Stakeholders

Feedback & Q&As
March 8th - Stakeholders

Insight gathering & analysis
The Blooming Platypus

Insight gathering & analysis
The Blooming Platypus

Insight gathering & analysis
The Blooming Platypus

Final Event
TBC - Stakeholders

Draft Action Plan
Stakeholders & The Blooming
Platypus

Feedback

What worked well about this session?
Miro works
well to give
everyone a
chance to
contribute

Facilitators of
breakout groups did
a good job of
including everyone
and prompting
discussion.

Plenty of
time for
discussions

Good length of time
for discussion.
Appreciated that
event was half day
rather than full day
whilst still managing
to cove lots.

What didn't work so well?

EA
representation
was missing

environment
agency

Because climate change is
so cross-cutting it was
difficult to stick to the
break-out question topics.
Could be taken as a good
thing showing that actions
need to be cross-sector!

Very big
questions to
answer with
missing
stakeholders.

Sticking to the
themes - easy
to digress and
loose the point
of the event

Any other questions we can follow up on or things we didn't get to?

Q&As
Or you can email your question to Justine at justine@thebloomingplatypus.com
She'll get back to you ASAP. Thank you!

Thank you for
your time &
energy!

✨

